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QUESTION 1

What is an advantage of the Veritas Storage Foundation 6.1 for UNIX checkpoint visibility feature? 

A. ensures checkpoint is automatically deleted under certain conditions 

B. eliminates the need for manually mounting storage checkpoints 

C. specifies verbose mode, which displays extensive statistical information 

D. automatically creates new checkpoints as changes are made to the file system 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which daemon performs thin reclamation asynchronously? 

A. vxattachd 

B. vxrelocd 

C. vxconfigd 

D. vxcached 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A user without administration privileges reaches the quota limit and is unable to create new files. Which two actions can
the user perform to continue creating new files? (Select two.) 

A. Compress files using vxcompress 

B. Remove files 

C. Deduplicate the file system 

D. Resize the file system 

E. Raise the quota limits 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the default block size for a 2TB file system? 
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A. 1024 

B. 2048 

C. 4096 

D. 8192 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are true regarding the LiveUpdate section in the Virus settings area? (Select two.) 

A. Certified (or Platinum) definitions are enabled by default. 

B. A LiveUpdate can be initiated on demand. 

C. Rapid Response definitions are enabled by default. 

D. Rapid Response definitions can be scheduled on a daily or weekly basis. 

E. An intermediate proxy server is required for any virus definition download. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

Which statements are true about adding a mirror to a volume? (Choose three.) 

A. Only concatenated or striped volumes can be mirrored. 

B. By default, a mirror is created with the same layout as the original volume. 

C. A volume can have up to 64 mirrors. 

D. Disks with mirrors can be in different disk groups. 

E. Each mirror must reside on a separate LUN. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 7

What is the potential negative side effect of performing a forced removal of an intermittently failing disk from a two-way
mirrored volume? 

A. Volume I/O could degrade significantly. 

B. Writes to the volume could be blocked. 
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C. The volume could be stopped until the disk drive is replaced. 

D. Any other disk failure could result in loss of data. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

What is the primary purpose of Compliance Folders? 

A. to block attempts to send confidential information outside the organization 

B. to monitor, track, and remediate violations of a policy 

C. to provide access to the document storage repository to monitor potential policy violations 

D. to store archived messages 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Which statement is true about the Message Audit Logs feature on Symantec Mail Security 8300? 

A. it requires a dedicated appliance to query data across all scanners 

B. it is accessible only via the Control Center graphical interface 

C. it is disabled by default 

D. it supports a maximum of one mandatory and two optional query filters 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two operations can be performed with a Veritas Operations Manager (VOM) Management Server (MS) with all
add-ons installed? (Select two.) 

A. manage host deployment across the enterprise 

B. discover the secure Oracle databases running on the managed host 

C. manage user privileges in VEA on the managed host 

D. discover Solaris Zones and Solaris LDOMs running on a managed host 

E. manage Business Entities 

Correct Answer: BE 
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QUESTION 11

What is the maximum private region size for Volume Manager disks? 

A. 64M 

B. 128M 

C. 256M 

D. 512M 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

An administrator is unable to receive output from vxprint, vxdisk list, or other reporting commands but does have access
to volumes and file system data. 

What is the likely cause of this problem? 

A. vxconfigd has stopped running. 

B. vxdctl has stopped running. 

C. A disk has failed. 

D. The disk.info file is corrupt. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

What is the function of the DNS MX record? 

A. specifies the IP addresses for gateway email servers that process Internet traffic 

B. redirects internal IM traffic to the 8300 Series to enforce IM security 

C. specifies the hostnames that accept SMTP email for a domain and the priority in which the hostnames should be
tried 

D. identifies the IP addresses associated with host names 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Which Veritas File System (VxFS) I/O error policy will place the file system into a degraded state upon a metadata write
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failure? 

A. nodisable 

B. wdisable 

C. mwdisable 

D. mdisable 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

What are two benefits of the Multi-Volume Support feature (MVS)? (Select two.) 

A. Metadata can be placed on a separate volume. 

B. It supports UNIX native file systems. 

C. It provides data failover to secondary volumes. 

D. A single Veritas File System (VxFS) can be created on multiple volumes. 

E. Multiple file systems can share storage from an MVS volume. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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